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Abstract
In the hierarchy of sciences, psychology sits above, and is sequentially dependent upon, biology,
chemistry, and physics, yet, to its detriment, it is neither founded in nor fully integrated with these.
We present a radical evolutionary theory that roots psychology in deeper science with reference to
the second law of thermodynamics and complexity theory. Evaluating all systems, from atoms to
human culture, in terms of their propensities to change and modes of change (cooperative to
competitive), we argue that universal motivational equivalents to human values have been
internalised sequentially by increasingly complex adaptive systems. The conscious realization of
these values marks the final phase of internalization, yet developmental consolidation proceeds in
sympathy with Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs. Accordingly, we suggest values and their equivalents
are fundamental to understanding individual psychology and human systems. Offering our own
supportive research findings, we invite extended research and explorations of widespread
potentially beneficial applications.
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Introduction
Why do we think and behave the way we do? Why the differences? Despite at least 3,500 years of
psychological enquiry (Okasha, 2005) we still lack a comprehensive explanation. Perhaps because,
understandably, the search has been anthropocentric in origin (Yerkes, 1933). Humanity’s
investigation of its place in the universe took until 1917 to overcome the final barrier in a sequence
of false assumptions concerning the central place of humanity, and therefore of planet Earth, the
Sun, and finally the Milky Way, in the universe (Curtis, 1988). The arrival of evolutionary psychology
(Barkow, et al., 1992) marked a recognition that the human mind, like humanity itself, evolved
according to the principles of natural selection. However, there is a tendency even in evolutionary
psychology to concentrate on how genetic programming established in the Pleistocene epoch equips
humans to deal with 21st century challenges (Smith, 2019) - i.e., to look back from now towards the
horizon of humanity. Human evolution neither began nor ended with stone age man. As with all
other organisms, homo-sapiens evolved from a common ancestor that lived approximately 3.7
billion years ago (Weiss, et al., 2016), which itself evolved from a self-sustaining protometabolism
with prebiotic chemical antecedents (Glansdorff, et al., 2008). At present this evolutionary trail can
be traced back through 13.8 billion years (Alves, et al, 2016) to the beginning of this universe: past
organisms, complex molecules, simple molecules, heavy elements, light elements, and fundamental
particles to Big Bang. The genetic phase of evolution most often associated with natural selection
covers less than a quarter of this period, and multi-cellular life less than half again (Zhu et al., 2016).
Since almost immediately after Big Bang the universe and all its sub-systems have evolved in
accordance with the same known laws of physics (e.g., Greene, 2004). If we are to gain a
fundamental understanding of how human psychology evolved, theories developed from
anthropocentric perspectives must be reconciled with those of physicists and others adopting a
more universal approach. The evolutionary theory of universal values advanced here is an attempt
to do just this.
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There are many specialisations within psychology. Even evolutionary psychology has developmental,
social, and cultural strands, divided between “high church” practitioners and others (Heyes, 2012).
Given such fragmentation, a theory presenting an interdisciplinary argument that embraces
quantum and classical physics, evolutionary biology, chemistry, psychology, and anthropology, all
viewed through the lens of complexity theory, may seem too diffuse to be comprehensible.
However, our argument is that relatively simple universal mechanisms motivate the evolution of all
systems, from atoms to international cultures, in ways that can be understood in terms of abstract
motivational fractals congruent in structure with Schwartz’s (1992) system of values - i.e., with
orthogonal axes representing degree of change and mode of change - and that our distinctly human
values are realized representations of these. Hopefully the explanations provided here require little
or no prior knowledge of wider science to be readily comprehensible. In tracing the evolutionary
lineage of human values from equivalents in the universal system, we illustrate how they, and their
preconscious equivalents, shaped and continue to shape the human mind, human culture, and our
shared environments.
The theory builds on universal scientific fundamentals more than existing psychological theory.
However, widespread theoretical congruence readily facilitates integration with established
thinking. To this end, toward the end of this article, we explore relationships with some prominent
theoretical models in psychology. However, in the interests of brevity, we have been both highly
selective and restrained in our treatment of them.
Personality as a universal descriptor
According to the APA (2022), personality concerns individual differences in characteristic patterns of
thinking, feeling, and behaving, and how the various parts of a person come together as a whole.
Personality may be considered as “a system of parts that is organized, develops, and is expressed in
a person’s actions” (Mayer, 2007, p.1). This ‘system of parts’ includes such components as “motives,
emotions, mental models, and the self” (Mayer, 2007, p.1). This aligns with Cloninger’s (2004, p.374)
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definition of “the dynamic organization within the individual of the psychobiological systems that
modulate … adaptations to a changing internal and external environment”. Biologists also describe
consistent differences in behavior between animals in terms of personality (Wolf & Weissing, 2012) even single celled bacteria (AMOLF, 2017; Keegstra, et al., (2017). It is apparent that personality is
inferred when categorically similar things consistently behave differently in the same environment,
suggesting the presence of hidden internal mechanisms or motivations. For example, the bacteria
investigated by Keegstra, et al. (2017) had identical DNA yet behaved differently in the same
environment due to differences in their protein network (i.e., in the physical connections between
cellular proteins).
All organisms are complex adaptive systems (CAS), (Adami, et al., 2002; Brown, 1995), i.e., dynamic
networks of interactions in which collective and individual component behaviors change and selforganize in response to micro- and macro-events (Miller & Page, 2007). Other CAS include
ecosystems and the wider environmental systems of which they are part, e.g., meteorological and
oceanic (Carmichael & Hadzikadic, 2019). One of the characteristics of CAS is that perfect knowledge
of all their components does not necessarily convey a perfect understanding of their behavior (Miller
& Page, 2007). Accordingly, their behavior can be unpredictable and idiosyncratic: as if they have ‘a
personality’. This may explain the personification of environmental CAS in the gods of ancient
mythology: e.g., Horus, Thor, and Tempestes (weather), and Anuket, Poseidon, and Neptune
(water).
An organism’s environment logically comprises all the information impacting upon it, whether
external or internal in origin. Internally, all animal behavior reflects the function of neural systems
(National Research Council (US), 1989). In humans this includes a brain with around 100 billion
neurons with 1015 neural connections (DeWeerdt, 2019). Potential interactions in the internal
environment of a human brain, and with the rest of the 3.72 × 1013 cells in the human body
(Bianconi, et al., 2013), are unimaginably complex. Yet, their interactions with a vastly more complex
and variable external environment comprising several orders of magnitude more systems, from
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atoms upward, give rise to systematic interactions of intractable complexity. However, human
brains, and the greater CAS of which they are part, comprise and evolved from relatively simple
atomic and molecular interactions. The interactions between hydrogen and carbon-based molecules
that first evolved into an organic metabolism (e.g., Sousa, et al., 2013) may have lacked the type of
complexity usually associated with personality, nevertheless they too are amenable to analysis in
terms of behavior and underlying motivations.
Universals in motivation and behavior
The hidden motivational mechanisms of human personality include thoughts and feelings, which
may be expressed through actions, statements, facial and bodily movements (e.g., Doherty, 2008). In
common with all other organisms, such behavioral traits mediate the interaction of individuals with
their environment (Sih, Ferrari, & Harris, 2011) toward meeting their needs (McEwen & Wingfield,
2003). As their environment changes so may their characteristic patterns of behavior.
Motivation related to survival and reproductive needs is readily comprehensible in the context of
living CAS, but not to the hydrogen and carbon-based molecules of which they are made, and from
which they evolved, nor to the atomic systems of these elements that first appeared in an earlier
phase of the universe’s evolution (Henning & Salama, 1997; Tanabashi et al., 2018). However, a
universal equivalent of need – i.e., a compelling requirement – finds expression in the related
principles of the second law of thermodynamics, minimization of total potential energy principle
(MTPEP), and principle of least action. These underpin both evolution through natural selection
(Kaila, & Annila, 2008; Ramstead, et al., 2018), in which the genes of the best adapted, most efficient
organisms are preferentially selected, and Feynman and Hibb’s (1965) quantum mechanical path
integrals that describe how the most efficient trajectories for systems are ‘selected’ from infinite
possibilities: i.e., how classical perceptions of reality relate to quantum mechanics.
According to the MTPEP, a body or system will tend to undergo change until it minimizes its total
potential energy. Gravitational and electromagnetic fields imbue all massive and/or charged
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particles with potential energy, which is converted into kinetic energy through attraction and
repulsion. Because of the infinite reach of these fields all things contribute to the environment of all
other things, so giving rise to a universal, all-pervasive motivation for change. In practice, due to the
strength of electromagnetic and gravitational fields diminishing by the square of the distance from
their source, proximity exponentially exaggerates motivational influence on behavior. Therefore, it is
the relationships between proximate particles and systems that most influences their behavior, and
their ability to form new systems.
Prior to comparatively recent technological advances, relationships between people and their ability
to form new systems were similarly dependent on proximity. That said, the proximity principal
(Newcomb, 1960) remains a significant factor in the formation of friendships and national cultures,
even in the Internet age (e.g., Fang, 2005; Preciadoa, at al., 2012, World Values Survey, 2020).
Protons and neutrons, the nucleons upon which all matter is based, only formed when
environmental conditions in the early universe allowed, and only combined with electrons to form
atoms of hydrogen, helium, and lithium c.370,000 years later, when the energy intensity of the
environment had fallen such that stable relationships between their constituent particles could be
maintained (Tanabashi et al., 2018). Due to nucleons being 20,000 times more massive than
electrons and, in the case of protons, oppositely charged, they are the most important influence on
electrons in their local environment: capturing them and determining their permitted orbital energy
levels. Subsequently, in the intensely energetic environments of stars and supernovae, these atomic
systems were forced to interact, giving rise to heavier, more energy-efficient systems; including the
larger elemental building blocks of life: carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen (Henning & Salama, 1997).
Further localised environmental changes potentiated the formation of progressively larger and more
complex systems, each with distinctive emergent traits (e.g., Gregory, 2008).
As with any system, the shared internal environments of atoms both determine and potentiate their
traits. The sizes of their nuclei determine their stability, mass, and the number and energy levels of
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electrons in their outer valence shells (Bethe & Bacher, 1936). These factors explain why potassium
tends to be highly reactive and argon is considered inert. But even these innate propensities are the
product of, and subject to, environmental interactions. For example, the masses of nucleons and of
their constituents are derived from interactions between their binding energies and the Higgs field
(CERN, 2020). These propensities potentiate different traits in different environments. Potassium
bursts into flame in water, tarnishes in air, and remains a stable shiny metal in mineral oil. Even
‘inert’ argon can be induced to react in an appropriate environment of hydrogen and fluorine
(Khriachtchev, et al., 2000). As with organisms, these traits mediate between the MTPEP-related
‘needs’ of atoms and their environment: largely through electrons seeking more energy-efficient
configurations. The traits associated with simple chemical reactions may be predictable, but in more
complex chain reactions this predictability may be lost.
All chemical reactions, including those underpinning biology, are facilitated by the emission and
absorption of photons by electrons orbiting nearby atomic nuclei. The energy levels of permitted
electron orbits follow prescriptive criteria characteristic of each element. As atomic systems undergo
change electrons may be energised to jump to higher energy orbits, and then, in accordance with
the MTPEP, release kinetic energy in a stream of photons as electrons drop back to lower, stable
energy states (Bohr, 1913). Electrons emit and absorb photons with energy values matching
differences between the permitted orbital energy levels of the elemental atomic system to which
they belong (Bohr, 1913). Photons with energy levels that fail to correspond to such differences
cannot be absorbed by other atoms, and so are ‘ignored’ by their electrons. When the energy
received from photon bombardment exceeds the capacity of atoms to absorb it by moving electrons
to higher orbits, electrons may break free (the photo-electric effect, e.g., Wheaton, 2009). This
transforms neutral atoms to positively charged ions that are attractive to free electrons, thereby
facilitating a flow of electrons from locations with higher potential energy values to those with lower
potentials (electricity). However, the direction of photon emission, and therefore exactly where
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photons will be absorbed, appears randomly selected. This introduces variation upon which MTPEP
based natural selection may act.
With what is effectively a photon-based currency, complex systems of atoms conduct energetic
transactions that facilitate change. Each transaction operates like a binary switch: either a photon is
emitted/absorbed or not. In the CAS of the human brain such transactions form the basis of all
neural activity: all human perceptions, feelings, thoughts, and actions. Neural processing of
information involves trillions of such binary yes/no ‘decisions’: neurons fire or not dependent on the
rate of photon transactions, so representing numerous underlying ‘decisions’ of electrons and
photons. In neural processing, like photon exchange, if information matches prescriptive valuesbased criteria it is more likely to be absorbed and acted upon (e.g., Herz, et al., 2016).
In systems of atoms, such as organisms, behavioral traits may be considered outputs arising from
systemic, energetic-values-based processing of environmental inputs that mediate between
systemic ‘needs’ and the wider environment. In humans, personal values form a motivational system
that influences individual perceptions, judgement, decision-making, and behavior in relation to
desirable goals and needs (Schwartz, 1992). For example, an individual with a motivational system in
which the values of curiosity and creativity (part of self-direction) are the most important is more
likely to find a wide range of information interesting, and so is more likely to absorb it and link it to
creative outputs, than someone for whom these values are relatively unimportant (e.g., Lebedeva,
et al., 2019). As such, it is apparent the role of personal values is not only comparable to the
selective role of orbital energy values of electrons, but fundamentally reliant on it.
The action of photons on atoms, through their electrons, motivates them to occupy locations and
form relationships that best satisfy the MTPEP in the context of the greater systems of which they
are part. The behavioral traits of atoms mediate between them and their molecular environment.
The traits of molecular genes mediate between them and the environment of the genotype, the
traits of which are expressed in phenotypes, which mediate between organisms and their
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environments. All these systemic interactions are driven toward energy-efficiency in accordance
with the MTPEP; the most energy-efficient being those favored by natural selection; i.e., those that
maximise survival and reproductive outputs/returns per unit input cost.
Making sense of evolving complexity
The behavior of relatively simple physical systems may be predictable, but the precise behavior of
their component electrons and photons is not (Heisenberg, 1927). The predictability of simple
systems agrees with the averaging out of probabilistic quantum events (Feynman & Hibb’s, 1965),
but still quantum uncertainty (Heisenberg, 1927) may contribute toward the chaotic, apparently
non-deterministic behavior we associate with personality in macroscopic CAS (Brun, 1995).
The behaviors of CAS components change in response to those of others to which they are
systematically networked (their environment). In large complex systems the number of components
and possible interactions - including recurrent feedback loops - is so great as to render conventional
analysis impractical (Miller & Page, 2007). In computer based evolutionary models of CAS algorithms
may be run cyclically to affect all components in ways that mimic intergenerational genetic
processes, including the potential for the algorithm to mutate. Each iterative running of the
algorithm motivates the evolution of the system. The states of individual ‘cells’ within a CAS are
determined by the algorithm with reference to the states of proximate cells. In organisms, Hox
genes rely on comparable programming: responding conditionally to location-sensitive cues to
‘switch off’ specific genes; the effect of which is to delineate and define new rules for the
development of different somatic regions (e.g., Lemons, 2006). Emergent patterns in the behavior of
cell populations in CAS can be considered in terms of resistance to being overtaken by alternative
developmental schemata (i.e., relative stability), and whether such change is cooperative
(coordinated and orderly) or competitive (chaotically disruptive) (Kauffman, 1995).
The relationship between cooperative and competitive schemata, or strategies, can be explored with
the Prisoner’s Dilemma. This product of game theory was developed from the work of Flood &
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Dresher (Poundstone, 1993) to represent interactions in which the destiny of two players is
determined by a co-dependent decision each makes without knowledge of how the other will
decide. Axelrod and Hamilton (1981) were the first to use iterated versions of the Prisoner’s
Dilemma game, involving multiple players and competing strategies, to illustrate how cooperative
strategies – i.e., those targeted at optimising joint benefits – could outcompete competitive
strategies – i.e., those seeking to maximise their advantage over other players. Axelrod (1997) went
on to relate this work to complex, agent-based models of competition and cooperation, and to
incorporate insights from the Prisoner’s Dilemma into the study of Holland’s (1975) genetic
algorithms and CAS.
The binary option before players in The Prisoner’s Dilemma is whether to cooperate or defect (i.e.,
compete). The game, which may be played over many rounds, may be scored in accordance with the
matrix shown in figure 1.

Figure 1. Prisoner’s Dilemma Scoring Matrix
In the single round version of the game an attractive strategy is to always defect (compete), because
it offers the opportunity to score the maximum 5 points and cannot be beaten by the other player.
However, in iterated versions of the game it is better to cooperate by default but retaliate to punish
a competitor (Axelrod & Hamilton, 1981). Unless competitive players can exploit a limitless resource
of players pursuing ‘always cooperate’ strategies, they will likely encounter repeated rounds of
costly conflict in which they score only 1 point. This illustrates the relative advantages of competitive
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and cooperative strategies. In the short-term, competition offers the greatest potential for personal
gain and minimises the potential for personal loss relative to one’s opponent, but, in the long-term,
against a rational or otherwise adaptive opponent, it is suboptimal. In the long-term, cooperation
offers the greatest potential for gains, both personally and collectively.
If points are taken to represent energy, the pattern of pay offs in the Prisoner’s Dilemma can be
used to model the interaction of natural systems. If two systems combine to maximise local energy
conservation (3 + 3 = 6), this may be taken to represent cooperation. The combination of two oxygen
atoms to form an O2 molecule achieves a comparable outcome. If the two compete, much energy
may be lost from their conjoined system (6 – (1 + 1) = 4), leaving each (if they survive) with a muchreduced share of residual energy (2/2 = 1). This might be considered comparable to such violent
interactions as that between potassium and water. If one component quickly overpowers the other
this may be considered equivalent to the compete/cooperate combination, in which one system
consumes the other (leaving it with 0 points – ‘the sucker’s pay-off’) and less energy (1 point) is lost
in conflict, leaving a greater residual (6 – 1 = 5). A planet absorbing the energy from a meteorite
might be considered representative of this. In all these examples, unlike in Prisoner’s Dilemma
gameplay, in the absence of intent, ‘strategies’ may be deemed cooperative or competitive
dependent on their ability to conserve energy in the environment in which they play out.
Trivers (1971) was among the first to associate the principles of the Prisoner’s Dilemma with the
evolution of reciprocal altruism (cooperation) in organisms. Unlike point scoring in the Prisoner’s
Dilemma, organisms interact such that accumulated energy is available to influence future ‘rounds
of play’. Therefore, cooperating systems may gain power and competitive advantage over
equivalents playing competitive strategies.
While it may be possible for systems using competitive strategies to inflict successive ‘sucker’s
payoffs’ on components of larger cooperative systems, providing cooperative systems retaliate with
targeted, subservient competitive strategies, their greater resources may allow them to overcome
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and eliminate competitors and remain relatively stable. This is effectively how organisms fight
infection. Organisms’ cells and cellular systems are programmed to play cooperative strategies that
benefit the whole organism, yet have subordinate immune systems programmed to seek out and
destroy bacteria, viruses, and other competitors (Nowak and Highfield, 2012).
Nowak and Highfield (2012) illustrated the limitations of unmoderated competitive strategies within
a system with reference to cancer cells. The mutated genetic programming of cancer cells effectively
causes them to defect and deliver successive sucker’s payoffs to other cells: multiplying at their
expense until the cooperative systems on which they and the host organism is dependent break
down; bringing about their mutual destruction.
When considering the evolution of cell populations in CAS, it is apparent that the interaction of two
factors is involved: (1) propensity to change, and (2) the strategy by which change is transacted –
cooperation or competition. These correspond to the axes of the Schwartz (1992) system of values:
(1) conservation to openness to change, and (2) self-enhancement (competition) to selftranscendence (cooperation). The universe, earth’s ecosystem, humanity, individual humans, and
neural systems responsible for generating our system of values are CAS with a shared ancestry.
Accordingly, this coincidence of structure suggests their co-evolution might be considered in relation
to a universal equivalent of Schwartz’s (1992) circle (UESC).
For any system to attain equilibrium and stability it must have minimized its total potential energy
locally. Its components must have achieved a cooperative state in which energy is conserved. All
such stable systems can therefore be mapped in the conservation/cooperation quadrant of the
circle, as illustrated in figure 2.
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Figure 2. The red marker represents the location of a unified strategy (or averaged combination of
component strategies) of any stable system in relation to a universal motivational map with a
structure equivalent to that of the Schwartz (1992) circle (UESC)
Stable local systems (such as atoms of carbon and hydrogen) with motivational value-equivalents
mapping in the conservation/cooperation quadrant may be driven together by electromagnetic
and/or gravitational attraction to interact on terms defined by what may be considered a universal
motivational algorithm (UMA) comprising all universal physical laws. The collision between them
changes their momentum and releases kinetic energy, which becomes available as activation energy
(Tolman, 1977). If this exceeds a certain threshold it will destabilize them, opening the system to the
competitive dynamism of the universal system; related ‘strategies’ of which may be associated with
the other quadrants of the UESC. Such collisions potentiate both the destruction of the systems and
the creation of a new system or systems. The potential energy of each system increases temporarily
to a transition state, before settling into a new stable state, or, if divided, stable states (as illustrated
in figures 3 and 4). This will only result in increased complexity if the more complex configuration is
more energy-efficient than the other possibilities given environmental constraints.
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Figure 3. Value-equivalents of colliding and emerging systems in relation to the UESC
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Figure 4. Systemic evolution in relation to potential energy and the UESC, potentiating the
emergence of increasingly complex systems.
In accordance with the second law of thermodynamics, the universe evolves toward ever greater
entropy. However, due to its complexity and the uneven distribution of its matter, chaotic patterns
of attraction and repulsion give rise to localised oscillations that appear to defy the second law
(Parunak, et al., 2001). The emergent order associated with galaxies, stars, and their sub-systems,
including humanity, being examples.
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The evolution of local systems can be considered over many epochs: from the Planck epoch of
cosmology, measured in parts of a second (Faber, 2012), to Earth’s geological epochs measured in
millions of years. Over this time larger and more complex systems evolved: from plasma to quarks,
to protons and neutrons, to atomic nuclei, to atoms, to simple molecules, to stars, to heavy atomic
elements, to more complex molecules, to self-replicating molecules, and to organisms (e.g., Gustan,
et al., 2019; Heylighen, et al., 1999).
Personal values, universal equivalence, and the evolution of human personality
As previously discussed, the process by which atoms ‘decide’ whether their electrons will emit or
absorb photons is effectively mirrored in that by which neurons ‘decide’ to fire, and humans decide
to act. Consistent with Gell-Mann’s (1994) description of how CAS may evolve to replicate schemata
in the greater system of which they are part, and Simon’s (1995, p.26) description of CAS as "sets of
boxes nesting within sets of boxes", it seems reasonable to suggest the Schwartz system of values
may be a replication of a universal schema, i.e., the UESC. If, as we suggest, it is possible to locate all
evolutionary strategies somewhere in the UESC, equivalents of Schwartz’s values may be interpreted
as representations of umbrella strategies for all such subordinate strategies. So, while human values
may manifest themselves in memes1 subject to cultural selection (Dawkins, 1978), it may be possible
to infer pre-existing physical and biological value-equivalents for particle-based and genetic
schemata subject to natural selection.
We propose it is useful to consider the evolution of stable and increasingly dynamic yet sustainable
complex systems in four phases associated with the progressive internalization of motivational
equivalents of values situated in the four quadrants of the UESC (as shown in figure 5). (1) stable
systems located in the conservation/cooperation quadrant, (2) autocatalyzing, dynamically stable
living systems with equivalents in the conservation/competition quadrant, (3) living systems with
enhanced capabilities for internally generated change associated with equivalents in the

1

units of cultural information
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competition/change quadrant, and (4) intelligent living systems capable of self-directing their
evolution (humanity), in which values are realized from pre-existing equivalents, including those in
the change/cooperation quadrant. In each phase ‘strategies’ that evolved in previous phases are
carried forward and supplemented by motivational factors internalized from the universal system.
These sequentially facilitate greater efficiency, dynamism, and adaptability, and so are preferred by
natural selection.

Figure 5. Four phases of evolution in relation to the UESC
The Schwartz (1992) System and the UESC
The Schwartz system of values is the leading cross-cultural values model. Its values serve as criteria
by which individuals decide what is good, desirable, interesting or not (Schwartz, 1992). Based on
correlations between the relative importance individuals attach to 56 component values such as
ambition, honesty, and creativity, ten zonal values have been identified to describe a circular map
(as shown in figure 6). These zonal super-values represent useful but arbitrary divisions of a
continuous motivational construct. Their relative locations reflect systematic relationships between
the needs they serve and the attitudes and behavior they promote, according to whether they
promote or inhibit change (openness to change/conservation) toward competitive or cooperative
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ends (self-enhancement/self-transcendence) (e.g., Bardi & Schwartz, 2003; Doran, 2009; Sagiv &
Schwartz, 1995).

Figure 6. The Schwartz (1992) Values Circle
Once considered simply cultural adaptations, values are now known to be heritable (Twito & KnafoNoam, 2020; Zacharopoulos, et al., 2016). They share a common genetic root with personality traits
(Schermer, et al., 2011) and are similarly stable (see review in Schuster, et al., 2019). An individual’s
value priorities may change as their needs, physical state, or environment changes (e.g., Bardi, at al.,
2014; Vecchione, et al. 2019).
Given all values have some importance to all individuals, it is their relative importance one to
another that differentiates individuals through their influence on perceptions, decision-making, and
behavior. For example, as social animals, humans share instincts relating to belonging and continuity
that manifest themselves in the values of benevolence, tradition, conformity, and security, that
together promote in-group cooperation and adherence to tribal norms and rules (Schwartz, 1992).
However, those for whom the value of self-direction (that promotes independent thought and
action) is relatively more important will be inclined to override such instincts when personal
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circumstances, knowledge, and rational assessment favor an alternative course of action. This is not
to suggest strongly self-directed individuals are so nonconformist as to reject all social norms, but
rather that they are more likely to recognize and pursue alternative options where available. This is
key to understanding the function and evolution of values. While they may end up promoting
conflicting beliefs, self-enhancing, openness to change, and self-transcending values should be
considered supplements, rather than opponents, to the conservation values. For example, even
strongly self-directing individuals are likely to abide by such social conventions as living in houses
and working with others; differing only in how they do so: preferring urban and mixed housing
(Jansen, 2014) and self-management (Hall, at al., 2018)

Figure 7. Four phases of evolution in which equivalents to Schwartz’s (1992) values are internalised
by increasingly complex adaptive systems.
Phase 1 - Equivalents of the conservation values and a related equivalent of benevolence
Stable pre-biotic systems such as atoms and molecules form. In phase 1 local systems have no
means to initiate change internally but may resist it. They maintain stability through quantum
mechanical balancing mechanisms such as those involved in photon absorption and emission.
The personal value of benevolence facilitates in-group cooperation through, for example, honesty,
forgiveness, and helpfulness. Fundamental to the stability of any system is cooperation between its
components. Therefore, an equivalent of benevolence may be inferred in stable systems. All physical
systems are ‘honest’ in that they have no ability to conditionally manipulate the gravitational and
electromagnetic information they broadcast.
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The value of tradition facilitates the replication and continuity of customs across time. Stable
systems such as hydrogen and helium atoms have persisted in the same form for 13.8 billion years.
The value of conformity facilitates replication across space by encouraging conformist behavior.
Atoms of hydrogen and other elements, as well as molecular combinations of these encountered in
one location tend to be indistinguishable from those in another.
The value of security regulates change in relation to localised boundaries and rules in the interests of
safety and stability. Social rules and boundaries such as those prescribed in ‘the ten
commandments’, national statute books, and, informally, in quasi-tribal customs are intended to
protect and differentiate ‘us’ from ‘them’. While specific rules and boundary definitions apply to
each, all tend to serve similar goals related to the maintenance of order and the protection of the
local systems of which people are part: e.g., family, friendship, village, national, social, religious, and
ethnic groups (e.g., Lamont & Molnár, 2002). Universal equivalents may be inferred in the elemental
systems of atoms, with electrons abiding by localised rules and boundaries determined by their
nuclei according to universal laws.
One may infer an equivalent of the power value operating in basic prebiotic systems only insofar as
their constituents exert influence on each other; e.g., atomic nuclei influencing and controlling
orbiting electrons, and the electromagnetic and gravitational influences they exert on external
systems. However, the former is balanced cooperatively between components and the latter is not
harnessed for the benefit of the local system itself. Indeed, the power endowed upon local systems
by the universal system threatens their stability by bringing them into competition with each other.
For non-living systems, an equivalent of the achievement value can be inferred as being imposed
upon them in arriving at and maintaining a stable physical form in the competitive environment of
the universal system. As such, equivalents of power and achievement relate less to localised,
system-specific motivations than external factors.
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Systemic instability arising from components engaged in competitive activity may be tolerated in
systems such as radioactive elements for limited periods, but consequent energy loss continually
depletes and destabilizes them. Other systems, such as Benard cells that form when certain oils are
heated, may persist in ‘far from equilibrium’ states (Kondepudi & Prigogine, 1998), but these are not
self-sustaining. They endure by the absorption and dissipation of energy but cannot orchestrate its
acquisition.
Stars, which first evolved around 100,000 years after Big Bang (Larson & Bromm, 2009) are also
dynamic systems that persist in far from equilibrium states. However, like radioactive elements,
rather than extracting energy from their environment, they exploit and deplete internal nuclear
energy stores. The enormous gravitational forces they generate disrupt the internal cooperation of
hydrogen atoms, releasing energy as their nucleons and electrons compete for locations in more
energy-efficient systems of helium atoms. This competition eventually brings about the exhaustion
of the star’s hydrogen fuel, its collapse, and a final burst of energy that forces helium atoms into
even more energy efficient systems, such as the heavier elements of carbon, oxygen, and nitrogen
(Hoyle, 1946 & 1954). The energy radiated by second generation stars such as the Sun, and the
concentration of these heavier elements in orbiting planets such as the Earth, potentiated the
second phase of evolution.
Phase 2 - Equivalents to the competitive values of power and achievement
The complement of elements essential to organisms on Earth are associated with third generation
star systems such as our own, which date from 6.5 to 7.3 billion years ago (Lineweaver, 2001). The
environment on Earth was conducive to the formation of the complex molecular systems from which
the first organisms evolved (e.g., Sousa, et al., 2013). The emergence of organisms, running
‘algorithms’ written into their DNA, RNA and/or proteins, represents the emergence of local systems
capable of autocatalyzing sustainable internal change (e.g. Mossel & Steel, 2005) and dynamic
stability (England, 2015). Sustainability in this context requires coordination between cooperative
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and competitive strategies. Stable systems in perfect equilibrium, by definition, cannot evolve. Living
systems exist in far from equilibrium states (e.g., Ornes, 2017) but, unlike Benard cells and stars,
actively import and process energy to sustainably harness the disruptive potential of competitive
strategies in metabolisms and defence mechanisms.
The power value relates to desires to influence and control. The influence and control exerted by
atomic nuclei over the electrons responsible for the chemical properties of elements in phase 1 is
mirrored in phase 2 by the influence and control of genetic material in chromosomes and cellular
nuclei over somatic functioning and phenotypes. Over generations these evolve in ways that seek to
increase or protect the influence and control organisms have over their environment. This
environment includes other organisms, which may be parasites, predators, prey, competitors for a
shared resource, or potential mates.
The achievement value relates to the pursuit and advertisement of success in relation to widely
accepted standards. For genes and organisms natural selection effectively sets these standards
according to the second law of thermodynamics (Kaila & Annila, 2008), favoring genes that promote:
success in survival and reproduction; fitness indicators that advertise such capabilities; and
capabilities to recognise, distinguish between, and act upon reliable indicators in others. In phase 2
natural selection’s universal equivalent of an achievement drive appears to have been internalised in
the genetic programming of organisms. Rather than leaving survival to the whim of external factors,
evolution equips organisms with ever improving physical and behavioral traits to deceive, evade, and
overpower competitors and attract potential co-operators. As such, competition between genes and
organisms appears to exert a progressive influence.
Energy-efficient mechanisms that enable organisms to recognise and respond to threats and
opportunities in complex environments evolve through an equivalent of satisficing (Simon, 1956);
i.e., they are good enough given prevailing environmental conditions. Because they are not perfect,
competition between organisms gives rise to selection pressure on genes that exploit deficiencies by
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encouraging the evolution of deceptive traits. These may serve to impress a potential mate, evade
detection by a predator (by camouflage for example), or otherwise mislead competitors to better
secure a share of a scarce resource. As such, the internalization of equivalents to power and
achievement potentiated an opposition between the honesty associated with benevolence and a
facility for dishonesty associated with equivalents of the self-enhancing values.
In phase 2 equivalents to the conservation values prevail, albeit modified by the progressive
influence of equivalents of the self-enhancing, competitive values. For example, tradition and
conformity may be inferred in meiosis and mitosis: the processes by which genes are copied from
one generation to the next and across organisms in concurrent generations, and security in the ways
nucleotide pairs observe molecular rules, genes observe chromosome boundaries, and phenotypes
observe genetic instruction. As pre-existing (traditional) traits are modified by genetic mutation and
environmental change, they may be replaced by new enduring traits that effectively become new
traditions.
Perversely, and as discussed previously, the most cooperative systems have the potential to be the
most competitive, and the systems best able to satisfy the MTPEP may accumulate the greatest
potential energy and power. Evolution of complex organisms by natural selection proceeds on this
basis over the long-term: lowering the entropy of organisms (Sabater, 2006) as a consequence of a
universal trend toward greater entropy. Systems/organisms able to process the largest quantity of
energy – i.e. absorb and dissipate it – become better adapted to their environment (England, 2015),
and so will tend to be favoured by natural selection. The associated accumulation and throughput of
energy increase the ability of the system to perform work. The more this contributes to greater
efficiency-enhancing cooperation within the organism’s immediate and extended local systems, the
better adapted the system/organism will become. In this context it is apparent that competition
serves the equivalent of a waste management function in dynamic systems: removing that which
undermines cooperative efficiency, e.g., outdated, relatively inefficient traits.
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However, by weeding out the genes of organisms with traits least well-adapted to their
environment, natural selection tends to reduce the variance necessary to sustain evolution
(Dawkins, 1978). Without the mutational effects of quantum uncertainty (e.g., Slocombe, at al.,
2021) and environmental interactions with genes, natural selection would have no variation on
which to act. In computer models of CAS, which map the evolution of systems in relation to fitness
landscapes2, it has been found that evolutionary systems without mutation-mimicking algorithms
tend to get stuck on suboptimal peaks. If they are to evolve toward higher peaks, it is necessary to
endow gene-mimicking algorithms with the ability to generate destabilizing random elements
(Kaufmann, 1995).
Phase 3 – Equivalents to the progressive values of hedonism and stimulation
Identifying universal equivalents for progressive values demands that we look beyond
anthropocentric terminology to the purpose they serve. Hedonism concerns fun and enjoyment.
Stimulation concerns excitement, novelty, and adventure. As such, they relate to behavior that
appears not fully functional (Burghardt, 2005); i.e., it seems to offer no immediate survival or
reproductive benefit. From the perspective of an organism seeking to maximise its fitness in a
competitive environment, such behavior is risky. From the perspective of a stable system, behaviors
that do other than maintain equilibrium threaten to destablize and destroy it. Yet without the
mutation of stable genetic systems, the variation on which evolution by natural selection depends
would disappear. This provides a clue to the likely purpose of these values and how they evolved.
Humans are not alone in our capacity for playful and adventurous activity. Apes (Pellegrini, at al.,
2007), octopi (Zylinski, 2015), dolphins (Kuczaj & Eskelinen, 2014), and dogs (Bekoff, 2015) are
among those that have been studied. Most usually these traits are associated with invertebrates
with brains large enough to support complex behaviors and cognitive abilities (Graham & Burghardt,
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Three dimensional representations of the relative abilities of algorithmic quasi-genetic strategies to
outcompete others to maximise their frequency in successive generations, in which relative success is
represented as height on the z-axis of a virtual landscape.
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2010; Zylinski, 2015). That all activities incur time- and energy-related costs, and natural selection
favors genes that increase efficiency over those failing to provide a competitive return on
investment, suggests genes promoting these activities have been selected for the survival and/or
reproductive benefits they bestow. That such behavior tends only to be exhibited by animals in the
absence of threats to fitness (e.g., Burghardt, 2005, Dawkins, 2006), suggests the fitness-enhancing
purposes served relate to secondary, less urgent needs. Some may better prepare animals for
threats and opportunities they may face in later life in dynamic and uncertain environments (Held &
Spinka, 2011). A capacity for such behavior suggests the availability of energy reserves that may,
when circumstances allow, be invested for potential long-term benefit. That such activity is not
usually associated with organisms with little or no intelligence, and seems to become more frequent
and pronounced in intelligent animals, suggests its fitness-enhancing potential is a function of
intelligence. This fits with the case made for a link between playfulness and creativity, and between
propensities for these and fitness (Bateson, 2014). Creativity precedes innovation and requires a
different approach to learning and applying a new skill (Bateson, 2014) than the linear, goal-related
approach we associate with the value of achievement.
While intelligence may be a significant factor in promoting playfulness and other behavior
apparently serving no immediate survival or reproductive benefit, to cope with unpredictability in
the CAS of their environments, all organisms must tolerate at least short periods during which they
are not engaged in immediately productive survival-related or reproductive activity. The greater the
resources available to them the greater this tolerance is likely to be. However, natural selection
ensures that the return on energy invested in such ‘unproductive’ activity cannot escape being
judged in terms of indirect effects on survival and reproduction. Accordingly, this investment of
energy effectively represents the organism’s research and development budget. The greater the
eventual return from consequent innovations, the greater the selection pressure that will likely
come to bear on genes facilitating it.
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Early genetic ‘innovations’ may have included the production of a protein that served no immediate
purpose but perhaps benefitted its host organism when unusually stressed. Over time ‘research and
development’ related innovations clearly evolved to find expression in morphogenetic mechanisms.
For example, the microtubules that make up cellular cytoskeletons randomly grow outward from
nuclei and frequently fail to make a connection with cell membranes, whereupon they shrink back to
be replaced by new ones growing in different directions. Only when certain structural
goals/needs/values have been satisfied does the cell assume a stable form best adapted to its
environment (Kirschner & Mitchison, 1986). Comparable experimental behaviour, in which variation
and selection are in evidence, can be seen in the chaotic distribution of plant seeds by air, water,
and animals. An example of similar exploratory behavior can be seen in the ‘Levy flight’ of animals
(Mandelbrot, 1982, p.289): a randomised foraging pattern shown to be effective in locating food in
uncertain and dynamic environments (e.g., Reynolds & Rhodes, 2009).
If trait innovation is primarily reliant on genetic mutation, it is apparent the cutting edge of
organismic achievement is honed by genetic accidents: copying errors caused by interference from
invasive particles from the external environment (e.g., Lodish, et al., 2000), or factors related to
quantum uncertainty. In both one can infer equivalents of change-inducing, progressive values. In
the former they are external but in the latter they appear to have been internalized. However, since
quantum uncertainty underlies all systems, this cannot be a unique feature of organic systems, let
alone of organisms that have internalised capabilities for randomised, experimental, or creative
behaviour.
The ‘innovations’ enabled by the largely random genetic experimentation of mutation come at the
cost of many ‘failed experiments’ that disadvantage or kill organisms (e.g., Keightley & Eyre-Walker,
2010). Experimentation can be more productive and less costly when supported by abilities to recall,
recognise, and accumulate information that may be useful in, for example, directing future foraging
(Johnson, at al., 2012). When aided by brains capable of replicating environmental schemata that
may serve as internal reference models for their cognitive systems, organisms such as rats have
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evolved memory assisted visio-spatial capabilities that enable them to successfully navigate mazes
(Vorhees & Williams 2014). Evolved abilities to memorise and learn appear to have accelerated the
internalization of equivalents to the values of hedonism and stimulation, particularly those in which
playful and adventurous exploratory behavior are related to positive affect (Panksepp, 2011).
Phase 4 – The evolution of personal values from universal equivalents
Other animals’ capabilities to explore, discover, and instigate change pale against those of
neurologically advanced humans. Equipped with brains capable of more sophisticated information
storage (memory) and processing (intelligence), humans can instigate change in ways that suggest
far greater levels of autonomy. The human brain is a CAS that has evolved to become capable of
modelling, and feeding back to affect, not only the somatic system of which it is part and its
immediate environment, but, increasingly, the universal system beyond (Simon, 1995). In creating a
virtual representation of the sometimes-chaotic behavior of external environmental systems, rather
than evolving only in response to involuntary interactions with these, the evolution of human
consciousness has enabled us to initiate virtual interactions in our heads. Abilities to visualise and
distinguish between the characteristics of things, and conduct physical experiments based on more
energy-efficient thought experiments, enable us to innovate and effectively self-direct our evolution,
so internalizing corresponding schemata from the universal system.
Regardless of where it originates, information relating to opportunities and threats arrives in a
stream of photons in a manner analogous to morse code. The ability to process, coordinate, and
extract meaning from it, as many intelligent organisms seem able to do, requires some level of multifunctionality. However, it is apparent the human brain offers computational advantages over other
organisms analogous to those of computers over single purpose devices such as typewriters,
telephones, and calculators. The evolution of the complex genetic system that facilitated such
processing capability (e.g., Plomin & Deary, 2015) may have been a gateway event (Morowitz, 1999)
that gave our ancestors an enduring competitive advantage over other organisms. The more
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complex the interaction of genes, phenotypes, and environment required to facilitate such
processing, the less likely it would have been that selection pressure on random gene mutations in
competing organisms would have given rise to combinations capable of facilitating effective counter
measures. If this cut the genome of our ancestors some slack from the pressures of natural
selection, potentially costly genetic mutations offering no immediate competitive advantage, that
would otherwise have been eliminated, would more likely have been tolerated, passed on, and
made available for future environmental testing. This may have been sufficient to allow the
evolution of greater propensities for experimental behavior associated with hedonism and
stimulation, and greater tolerance for failure and unproductive lines of enquiry.
If the playful behaviour associated with hedonism represents ‘purposeless’ activity, including
involuntary experimentation, and the adventurous behavior associated with stimulation represents
more directed forms of experimentation, self-direction can be considered as the motivation and
related capability to act purposefully with reference to memorised and processed information. This
may be used to make better decisions as to how invest one’s energy in any given environment
(independent thought and action), including how to better target experimental and information
gathering activity (curiosity). While some highly intelligent organisms such as dolphins and
chimpanzees have enhanced abilities to self-direct (e.g., Morrison & Reiss, 2018), humanity appears
unique in its capacity for independent thought and action.
Deutsche (Deutsch, 2011, p59) describes humans as universal constructors: “factories for
transforming anything into anything”. Turing (1950) talked of a learning machine capable of
mirroring the principles of evolution. Not only has humanity created such machines in computers
running CAS simulations, but it is apparent the human brain responsible for designing and building
such machines is itself one: one that has used theory, observation, data, and technology to build an
increasingly accurate model of its environment. The personal value of universalism promotes gaining
an understanding of all people and of the greater natural system of which we are part.
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The targeted learning and logical approach to problem-solving and decision-making facilitated by
self-direction are readily associated with the concepts of elaborative interrogation and selfexplanation identified by Dunlosky, et al. (2013) as facilitating an expanding knowledge base. A
diverse and expanding knowledge base presents new learning opportunities as patterns within it are
discovered and explored. When hitherto hidden connections are revealed, opportunities to acquire
deeper levels of understanding present themselves. The feedback loop of inquiry-discoveryknowledge-inquiry potentiates an individual building an increasingly large and accurate virtual model
of the universal system of which he or she is part. Other organisms may have functionally effective,
if constrained, models of their environment, but that of humanity appears closest to universality.
As a conscious awareness of self and the environment evolved in humanity, so would an
appreciation of the unconsciously acquired habits of cooperation and their benefits. In so doing, the
pre-existing equivalent of benevolence, that we take to represent the motivational basis of all stable
systems, and therefore tied to equivalents of tradition and conformity, began its close association
with conscious universalism. As such, it complements self-direction, facilitating a shared approach to
learning that accelerates the acquisition of universal knowledge. All of which is reflected in its
location between tradition/conformity and universalism in the Schwartz system.
An individual lacking a universalist outlook seems likely to express their benevolence most in the
context of localised in-groups and quasi-tribal beliefs associated with tradition. Such benevolence is
comparable to that encouraged by genetic relatedness – most pronounced in social insects (e.g.,
Hamilton, 1972) - and the reciprocal altruism exhibited by other species such as rats (e.g., Dolivo, et
al., 2016). So, while equivalents to benevolence are to be found in all organisms, only in humans can
benevolence be rationally derived from and supported by universalism. Universalist expressions of
benevolence include the expenditure of personal resources (time, money, and energy) for the
benefit of people, other organisms, and parts of the natural environment with which one has no
close proximate relationship. As such, while an individual may receive direct emotional benefits from
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acts of benevolence, tangible reciprocal benefits are realized indirectly from being part of the same
system as the direct beneficiaries.
In the context of local systems, an equivalent of benevolence is manifest in MTPEP related
cooperative stability associated with the second law of thermodynamics. A universal equivalent of
benevolence is manifest in the first law and its associated principle of conservation of energy.
Considered as such, a universalist approach treats the benevolent investment of energy by local
systems such as individuals, groups, or nation states as stability-enhancing distributions of energy
across the greater system, rather than as stability-threatening losses to the local system.
Without wishing to explore potential resonance with panpsychism, panprotopsychism, and related
notions of universal consciousness, it is possible to infer a pre-existing equivalent of universalism
arising from universally inescapable electromagnetic and gravitational fields and related physical
laws. That all things in the universe behave in accordance with the latter and are connected and
bound by the former implies that all things are universally ‘knowledgeable’, in that they receive
information from all other things and ‘know’ how to respond. Similarly, a pre-existing equivalent of
self-direction may be inferred in the apparent autonomy of the universal system and its entropic
directedness in the direction of time’s arrow.
According to our evolutionary theory of universal values, the Schwartz system of personal values
represents the replication of a system of pre-existing universal equivalents in the CAS of the human
mind. While equivalents to all ten values have been internalized, the process by which higher values
gain importance continues to evolve. The somatic systems of organisms internalized equivalents of
values as described in phases 2 and 3 in ways that maintained dynamic stability by limiting the
influence of progressive value-equivalents on their conservative counterparts. Similarly, while the
evolution of the human brain facilitated further progressive influences through independent thought
and action and the accumulation of knowledge, given the brain evolved from pre-existing somatic
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control systems, it is to be expected that, initially at least, these conservative influences continued to
dominate.
Given that motivational instincts related to basic survival and reproductive behavior pre-date the
evolution of the human brain, it is likely that whatever control the brain now exerts over these
functions evolved from more direct forms of genetic instruction. For example, sexual arousal is
associated with the hypothalamus, ansa lenticularis, pallidum, and septal regions of the subcortex,
as well as the frontal, parietal, and temporal lobes of the cortex (Baird, et al., 2007). This spread of
functions across primitive, sub-cortical areas responsible for automated, unconscious processes, and
more recently evolved, higher-functioning regions of the cortex illustrates how the evolution of the
human brain has facilitated humans gaining greater executive control over need satisfaction (e.g.,
Deeke, 2012). Given our values affect conscious and unconscious decision-making (Bardi & Schwartz,
2003), and it is our contention that their equivalents affect all unconscious ‘decision-making’,
together they may be taken to affect all human decision-making and behavior. Rational, system 2
thinking (Kahneman, 2003; Stankovich & West, 2000) requires the independent thought associated
with self-direction. However, when lessons have been learned through effortful thought and the
experience of repeated action, decision-making may be delegated to intuitive (system 1) thinking
(e.g., Matzler, et al., 2005). This is an energy-efficiency seeking mechanism that mimics the evolution
of the human brain itself (e.g., Balasubramanian, 2015).
Matzler, et al., (2005, p.14) state “people who have acquired deep wells of knowledge and
experience — through their curiosity, openness and propensity to seize opportunities — are able to
reach good ‘intuitive’ decisions much more frequently than people who possess a relatively limited
sphere of experience”. Curiosity and openness are aspects of self-direction and other openness to
change values. Accordingly, these progressive values seem to affect the evolution of brain function
in a single lifetime in ways that mimic the intergenerational, evolutionary updating of pre-existing
‘traditional’, genetically programmed ‘decision-making’ strategies by their pre-existing universal
equivalents. When a capacity for self-directed, independent thought first evolved, it seems
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reasonable to assume its influence was like that we associate with these pre-existing valueequivalents, i.e., sufficient to exert a small progressive influence, but too small to destabilize the
long-established cooperative functioning of the system. However, once established, intelligent selfdirection potentiated the internalization and acceleration of the previous, inter-generational
equivalent of learning through natural selection, with memes gradually replacing genes as the
principal agents of humanity’s evolution.
Although an advantageous ‘innovative’ trait arising from a genetic mutation (associated with
universal equivalents to hedonism and stimulation) will be preferred by natural selection in ways
analogous to an achievement drive (i.e., motivation associated with the value of achievement), it
may take a great many generations before it becomes widespread in a population. In the meantime,
from the perspective of a species, there will be a lag between the initial adoption of the improved
trait and the final replacement of the ‘traditional’ trait. This gives rise to an apparent hierarchical,
developmental relationship between the value-equivalents of achievement and tradition. Similarly,
when the values of self-direction, universalism, and related benevolence became the primary
motivators of human innovation, this created tension between the progressive values at the top of
the hierarchy and conservative values at the bottom. Unproven, potentially destabilizing changes
may be resisted by all individuals, but change-resistant conservatives are the most likely to reject
them. Some innovations, such as mobile phones, may go on to almost universal adoption (O’Dea,
2022), and so become new traditions, whereas others, such as evolutionary theories that dispel the
need for a supreme being, are more stubbornly resisted (Miller, et al,. 2006).
When innovations gain acceptance, they generate trickle down benefits for those motivated by
lower values. They may give rise to novelties that appeal to those with a stimulation drive, and
opportunities for enjoyment for those driven by hedonism. As innovations become more widely
adopted, and/or prove their worth, they become attractive to achievement-driven individuals
seeking a competitive advantage, and then to power-driven individuals seeking to increase or
protect their status and influence. Eventually, they may become so widely adopted they become
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safe options for security-driven conformists wishing to avoid social exclusion, and finally to all but
the most extreme traditionalists.
Evidence consistent with values having a complementary hierarchical structure
Self-directed thought, an increasing knowledge base, and shared learning through benevolent
cooperation potentiate an exponential growth in innovation, especially as advances in information
technology (from language itself to the Internet) increase the rate at which information can be
shared. In modern times this is reflected in Moore’s (1965) ‘law’ and Kurzweil’s (2001) law of
accelerating returns. It seems reasonable to consider that related principles gave, and continue to
give rise to, both genetic and cultural selection pressure favoring neural systems that promote these
values. Given that intelligence is essential to self-direction, the Flynn (1987) effect – the apparent
increasing intelligence of individuals – may reflect this.
Dependent on factors such as competition between social groups, rates of genetic mutation, neural
plasticity, geography, and abilities to communicate (related to language and technology), there will
tend to be a lag between innovations being made available to and embraced by early adopters and
others. The pattern of this seems likely to follow the pattern of Rogers’ (1995) adoption curve as
illustrated in figure 8. Given the alignment between Schwartz’s values and Maslow’s (1943)
hierarchy of needs described in the next section of this paper, this would be consistent with the
sequential adoption of innovations by motivational types investigated by Singh & Holmstrom (2015).
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Figure 8 Relationship between types of adopters classified by innovativeness, their location on
Rogers (2003) the adoption curve, and related values.
Evolutionary logic related to natural selection suggests decision-making mechanisms evolve to
better satisfy the needs of organisms in prevailing environmental conditions. It is reasonable to
consider that emotions evolved to facilitate fast intuitive decision-making in complex, information
rich environments (e.g., Keltner & Gross, 1999; Naqvi, at al., 2006). Their intrinsic and dynamic
coupling to brain and body (Critchley, at al., 2013) hints at a direct evolutionary link to the preexisting decision-making mechanisms of organisms without brains. Resonating with the binary
nature of the fundamental ‘decision-making’ of atoms and neurons described previously, emotions
can be considered either broadly positive or negative: fight or flight, approach or avoid, etc. (Keltner
& Gross, 1999). Positive emotions, such as sexual ecstasy, love of one’s own children, and the
enjoyment of good food, likely evolved to encourage activity likely to help satisfy our ancestors’
survival and reproductive needs, just as negative emotions such as fear of spiders and disgust at
rotting flesh encourage the avoidance of potential threats (e.g., Ekman, 1992; Tooby & Cosmides,
1990). Given a correlation between positive emotions and life-satisfaction (Kuppens, at al., 2008), it
seems reasonable to consider that the happiness of individuals may broadly represent the quality of
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their decision-making. If so, comparison of the World Values Survey (WVS, 2020) 3 and the World
Happiness Report (WHR, 2021)4, suggests a link between values and happiness consistent with our
proposed hierarchical evolutionary structure. Those nations having the most self-expressive/secularrational values (top right in figure 9) rank amongst the happiest in the WHR: Sweden 7th, Norway
6th, Denmark 2nd, Finland 1st, and the Netherlands 5th, whereas those with the most
survival/traditional values (bottom left in figure 9) ranked among the least happy: Jordan 127th (of
149), Yemen 141st, Zimbabwe 148th Morocco 106th, and Ghana 95th. Self-direction and
universalism correspond with self-expressive/secular-rational values (Inglehart & Oyserman, 2004)
measured in the WVS, and conservation values with survival/traditional values.

3

A periodic international survey of the values of representative samples of adults conducted by a global
cooperative of social scientists. The most recent 7th wave covers the years 2017-2020 drawing from data
collected from over 120,000 individuals in 79 nations.
4
An annual survey of representative samples of 1,000 to 3,000 adults per nation conducted by Gallup and
published by the United Nations Sustainable Development Solutions Network. Respondents are asked to rate
their current happiness with their lives on a scale of 0 (worst possible life) to 10 (best possible life).
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Figure 9. Inglehart–Welzel cultural map, World Values Survey (2020)
To explore expectations associated with this evolutionary theory of universal values, we researched
values-related decision-making biases using Kahneman and Tversky (1984) based questions and
intelligence and creativity tests. A pre-print of our findings (reference withheld for blind review)
reveals coincidental circular and hierarchical patterns of correlations in respect of all the tests,
consistent with theoretical expectations. The linear hierarchical components were dominant in
respect of the intelligence and creativity tests.
Fit with existing psychological theory
Correspondence between characteristics from different theoretical models based on identical
terminology, such as achievement (value), achievement (motive) and achievement-seeking (trait),
tends to be reflected in imperfect correlations (Bilsky, 2006). However, imperfect alignment should
not undermine common sense confidence as to the likely relationships between them. Bilsky (2006,
p.4) addresses this issue, explaining that it is the “overall pattern of contingencies and not the single
bivariate correlation which is important for the identification of structural relationships”. The
Schwartz ‘system’ of values is just that, i.e., an interconnected group of things that operate as a
whole. Therefore, to understand the role of one value one must also consider its systematic
interactions with all others. It is also universal, in that no motive or behavior can escape being
associated with its capacity to bring about change, let alone the cooperative/competitive, energyefficiency-related mode of this change. Therefore, comparison between Schwartz’s values and
concepts from other constructs that use identical terminology, but are neither systematic nor
universal, such as the Big Five (Block, 2010), or are not part of a congruent system, may not yield
strong correlations.
Furthermore, while the Schwartz system has been thoroughly tested and repeatedly validated (e.g.,
Bardi & Schwartz, 2003; Bilsky, et al., 2010; Schwartz & Boehnke, 2004), the data upon which it is
based, in common with all self-reporting measures, is unlikely to yield perfectly accurate information
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concerning the things it seeks to measure. As abstract concepts concerned with morality (Sverdlik &
Rechter, 2019), which is associated with complex patterns of neural activity in many areas of the
brain (Fumagalli & Priori, 2012), values are difficult to pin down, let alone measure accurately. The
theory being advanced here is not reliant on the precise description of human values provided by
Schwartz, but rather a broad correspondence between the general structure of the Schwartz system
and the idealized version presented by the UESC. Therefore, in much of the following, rather than
allowing imperfect correlations between concepts from different models to substantiate doubts as
to their shared identity, we are taking the view that ‘If it looks like a duck, swims like a duck, and
quacks like a duck, then it probably is a duck’.
Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs
While evidence showing that Maslow’s (1943) ‘higher’ needs operate independently of his ‘lower’
needs (e.g., Wahba & Bridwell, 1976) appeared to undermine the hierarchy, Maslow (1987)
maintained his suggested developmental progression up the hierarchy was never intended to
preclude the co-existence of multiple need states. Tay & Diener (2011) have since identified
tendencies for these needs to be fulfilled in hierarchical order. Further support for the model comes
from Singh & Holmstrom (2005), who found a sympathetic correspondence between the needs of
individuals and their adoption of innovations, and the positive impact of Transformational
Leadership5 (Bass & Riggio, 2005) on intrapreneurship (Moriano, et al., 2015), leadership-member
relationships (Li & Hung, 2009), and organizational commitment, innovation, and performance
(García-Morales, et al., 2008; Thamrin, 2012).
Comparison between the values Maslow (1987) associated with each level of his hierarchy and those
of the Schwartz system shows a broad sequential alignment, as shown in Figure 10.

5

based on Maslow’s (1965) concept of eupsychian management, i.e., management based on self-actualizing
principles
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Figure 10 Comparison of Maslow’s (1987) hierarchy of needs and Schwartz’s (1992) values
If Maslow’s ‘safety’ and ‘love and belonging’ needs are considered as one, their associated values
correspond with Schwartz’s conservation values and some benevolence values. To place
conservative safety needs below (i.e., to consider them more fundamental than) cooperative love
and belonging needs fails to recognise the latter as preconditions for safe physiological existence:
cooperation between gametes being fundamental to the existence of every human life, and
cooperation between family and tribe members being fundamentally important to humanity (Boyd
& Richerson, 2009). Maslow’s (1987) esteem needs correspond with the values of power and
achievement, and his self-actualization needs principally to self-direction, universalism, and the
remaining benevolence values. One can also link the hedonism value of ‘enjoying life’ and the
stimulation value of ‘exciting life’ with Maslow’s self-actualizing values of playfulness and liveliness.
The co-existence of multiple need states needn’t undermine the developmental structure of the
hierarchy. If, as seems likely, humanity has largely freed itself from the effects of genetic selection
pressure arising from competing macroscopic organisms (Vatsiou, at al., 2015), and global culture is
sufficiently cooperative that wealth, education, healthcare, and innovations such as computer
technology and the Internet are (at least to some extent) shared, there is arguably insufficient
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competition between individuals to give rise to intense selection pressure on values. Logically, in a
highly competitive environment, selection pressure would give rise to the evolution of highly energyefficient motivational systems. Given that adjacent values in the Schwartz system serve sympathetic
needs, these would be characterised by individuals with dominant suites of sympathetic values:
ideally self-direction, universalism, and benevolence. However, research data6 shows individuals are
frequently subject to internal values conflicts, in addition to there being wide ranging differences
between individuals. Conflicts arise when an individual’s dominant values oppose each other, e.g.,
self-direction and conformity. Rather than addressing sympathetic needs, conflicting values may
compete, giving rise to mixed emotions and related stress in decision-making (Hanselmann &
Tanner, 2008). Given the heritability of value priorities (e.g., Knafo & Spinath, 2011; Schermer, et al.,
2008), such conflicts would be consistent with the shuffling of supportive genes in meiosis.
Not only is cultural selection pressure insufficient to eliminate value conflicts in and between
individuals, but it is also apparent that global culture is subject to similar conflicts. This is illustrated
in figure 9 by the spread of values in the WVS (2020), and implicit in the disparity between the everincreasing pace of innovation (Kurzweil, 2001) and the enduring influence of the relatively narrowlyframed beliefs associated with conservative and self-enhancing values (Ipsos, 2011). Religious
conservatism remains a dominant influence in such nations as the USA, Brazil and Turkey, and Russia
(Ipsos, 2011), all of which have elected power-driven nationalist ‘strong men’ as leaders promoting
regressive, conservative agendas in recent years (Ben-Ghiat, 2020). In business too, despite the
advantages of Transformational Leadership, in accordance with pressures toward personorganization fit (e.g., O'Reilly, Chatman, & Caldwell, 1991), competitive environments are conducive
to nurturing power- and achievement-driven leaders inclined toward pursuing narrowly-framed
goals. A procession of corporate scandals (Hail, et al, 2019), including widely reported fraudulent

6

In the supplementary materials we have provided examples of individual motivational systems taken from
values data collected from 1317 individuals participating in research into values related decision-making
biases.
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activities at Enron, Waste Management, Lehman Brothers, VW, etc., have borne testament to the
susceptibility of commercial organizations to the self-interested competitive strategies of their
leaders. These may offer short-term benefits to those involved but at the expense of others:
conflicting with the interests of customers, employees, the wider economy, and society, and
damaging or destroying their organizations in the longer term.
Other Motivational Theories
McClelland’s (1961) theory describes three motivational needs common to all people: achievement,
power, and affiliation, later supplemented with intimacy (McAdams, 1980). The terminology and
definitions associated with this ‘Big 3’ very close match those associated with values. Power and
achievement are nominally identical, and affiliation motivations related to being accepted as
members of a group and adhering to cultural norms closely match the goals of conformity. Intimacy
relates to a closeness and deep connections with others based on honesty, warmth, openness, and
self-disclosure (Sokolowski,2008). These qualities relate to the value of benevolence through its
components of honesty, true friendship, and mature love. As noted by Bilsky (2006), while there is
considerable overlap between values and ‘Big 3’ motives, the latter represent only the selfenhancement vs. self- transcendence dimension of the Schwartz system, and make no allowance for
motives associated with curiosity, play, and order associated with the openness to change vs.
conservation dimension.
Bilsky (2006) further tested relationships between values and the 14 motives (achievement,
affiliation, aggression, dominance, endurance, exhibition, harmavoidance, impulsivity, nurturance,
order, play, social recognition, succorance, and understanding) covered by the German Personality
Research Form (PRF; Stumpf, at al., 1985). Finding close structural relationships between value
dimensions and motives, Bilsky (2006) concluded that the Schwartz system of values provided a
parsimonious taxonomy for classifying motives.
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Reiss (2004) sought to provide a more comprehensive list of motivations (see in figure 11), providing
an evolutionary context with examples of associated animal behaviors. Unlike the PRF, the list
includes motives relating to survival and reproductive needs. Reiss (2004) acknowledged that all
these basic motives corresponded with all 10 of Schwartz’s values. However, Reiss’s matching of
vengeance to conformity is inappropriate, as ‘getting even’ in this context relates not to conforming
but to inflicting power-related, retaliatory harm on an individual or group. In figure 11 we have
amended and supplemented Reiss’s declared correspondences with our own, including valueequivalents for motives primarily associated with survival and reproduction. We also did this for
‘social contact’, as this relates to a more basic motivation: cooperation between social animals.
While Reiss links tranquillity to stimulation by inverting the purpose of the latter, security and
conformity more directly address his stated aims of safety and the avoidance of anxiety. As such, his
16 fundamental motives make no provision for stimulation’s pursuit of novelty, adventure, and
excitement.
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Figure 11 Relating Reiss’s (2004) fundamental motives to Schwartz (1992) values or their equivalents
(values in plain text indicate matches declared by Reiss, those in bold are our suggested matches,
and those in italics are equivalent values)
Given the correspondence between Schwartz’s values and these fundamental motives, it seems
reasonable to consider Bilsky’s (2006) conclusion concerning the relative parsimony of the Schwartz
model applies as much to Reiss’s list as it does to PRF. Indeed, if all motives can be located
somewhere on a two-dimensional model, it is inconceivable that one could be more parsimonious
than that of Schwartz or the UESC.
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Personality Traits
There is a tendency for considerations of personality to focus solely on traits. For example, for a
paper intended to close the debate on whether birth-order affects personality development, Damian
and Roberts (2015) chose the title of ‘Settling the debate on birth order and personality’ despite
seeking to do so only with reference to Big Five related trait-based findings. Given McAdams (1995)
declared thoughts and feelings to be inaccessible to the Big Five, this is a telling oversight. Thoughts
and feelings are subject to the influence of values (Schwartz, 1992). While privately experienced,
they are expressed in ways that enable people who know each other well to read them as accurately
as personality traits (Dobewall, et al.. 2014).
According to McCrae and Costa (1999), individuals are predisposed to exhibit traits such as curiosity
and self-discipline without necessarily considering the corresponding values important. However,
individuals tend to exhibit behavior consistent with their most important values (e.g., Bardi &
Schwartz, 2003; Skimina, at al., 2018). As previously stated, traits mediate the interaction of
individuals with their environment (Sih, et al., 2011) toward meeting their needs (McEwen &
Wingfield, 2003). Given the direct relationship between needs and values, this implies traits are the
product of values-environment interactions. Some behaviors seem to be strongly influenced by
certain values, e.g., the apparent influence exerted by universalism on the purchase of ethical goods
(Doran, 2009). However, it is apparent the consistent influence of particular values may give rise to
different traits in different environments. For example, in common with the ‘allegiance fickleness’ of
chimpanzees (Nishida, 1983), a person strongly motivated by power might pursue different
behavioral strategies to improve or maintain their status, influence, and control in different
contexts. Behavior consistent with the Big Five trait of agreeableness might be useful in winning
trust and gaining influence with those one seeks to impress, while disagreeable, dismissive,
threatening, and controlling behavior may be preferred when overthrowing, warding off, or
subordinating perceived competitors. Such patterns of behavior would be consistent with known
susceptibilities for environment-sensitive trait adaptation (e.g., Ellis, et al., 2001) and the if/then
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conditionality of trait expression described by Mischel (2004). The potential for similar value
priorities to promote different traits in different environments may help explain why popular beliefs
concerning the greater self-centeredness of only-children are supported by differences in the
importance given to the values of power and benevolence (Griffiths, et al., 2021), but are only
weakly reflected in differences in traits (Stronge, et al., 2019).
Traits, whether psychological, behavioral, or physical, and whether ours or of others, interact with,
and so become environmental inputs to be processed with our values. Personal values tend to be
trans-situationally stable, but may evolve over time (Gouveia, et al., 2017) and with respect to
significant life changes (Bardi, et al., 2009), including those related to education, whether selfchosen or not (Bardi, et al., 2014). Relatively stable environments promote trait stability (Briley &
Tucker-Drob, 2014), with similar inputs being processed to elicit consistent patterns of output
behavior. Over time, behaviors initiated in relation to specific goals may become habitual, i.e.,
persist independently of such goals (Wood & Rünger, 2016), and so become characteristic traits. The
establishment and reinforcement of supportive neural pathways, limited availability of resources to
develop and maintain alternatives, and the brain’s systemic drive toward energy-efficiency (Laughlin

& Sejnowski, 2003) encourage automated behavioral responses to environmental triggers, even
when these relate to new challenges for which other responses might better serve goal fulfilment
(Wood & Rünger, 2016). Just as behaviors known to improve health and attractiveness (e.g., Tovee,
et al., 1998) may become habitual (Bandura, 2004) by the consolidation of supportive neural
pathways (e.g., Yin et al., 2009), when fitness-enhancing traits first emerged and endured, the genes
promoting them likely become subject to selection pressure. Over many generations this would tend
to spread the apparently ‘habitual’ traits of one individual across an entire population, so
contributing to consistent environmental changes to which values and their equivalents must adapt;
albeit traits may be processed differently by different individuals (Molden & Dweck, 2006), with
different value systems, cognitive abilities, and experiences. Accordingly, whether traits are derived
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from environmental interactions with values or pre-existing value-equivalents, all are bound
together in patterns of cyclical feedback.
Such complexity of interaction presents difficulties to researchers seeking to understand the
relationship between traits and values. Vecchione, et al. (2019) found that values did not predict
traits, but high levels of agreeableness and openness exerted an influence over the development of
benevolence and self-direction respectively. However, in a previous study, Vecchione, et al. (2016)
found the values of children more predictive of behavior than traits were of values; albeit they
acknowledged a reciprocal relationship between the two seemed to be operating.
Despite this, patterns of correlations between the five trait dimensions of the Big Five and the sixth
dimension of HEXACO (Ashton, et al., 2014) and Schwartz’s values betray predictable influences of
values over traits. Parks-Leduc, et al (2015) found openness to experience traits correlated positively
with values populating the openness to change half of the circle, and negatively with those on the
conservation half. Agreeableness (i.e., behavior that minimises the potential for conflict) correlated
positively with values populating the cooperative (self-transcending) half of the circle, and negatively
with those on the competitive (self-enhancing) half. Extraversion (i.e., outgoing behavior that likely
increases the imposition of an individual’s personality on others and their environment) correlated
positively with values in the competitive half, and negatively with those in the cooperative half.
Conscientiousness (dutiful compliance and attentiveness in relation to a task) correlated positively
with all the values on the conservation half, and negatively with the progressive values of hedonism
and stimulation. The high pole of the sixth honesty/humility dimension of HEXACO correlates
strongly with the cooperative value of benevolence (which includes the component value of
honesty) and its low pole with the opposing competitive value of power (Anglim, et al., 2017).
The exceptional trait in terms of its relationships with values is neuroticism, in respect of which
correlations are practically non-existent (Parks-Leduc, et al., 2015). Given that people are happier
and more content when they live in accordance with their values (e.g., Michelson, et al., 2011), and
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people’s choices are influenced by their values (Feather, 1995), it may be that relationships between
neuroticism and values are particularly dependent on the alignment (cooperation) or misalignment
(competition) between values and environment. The values on the conservation half of the
circumplex have been associated with anxiety (Schwartz, 2010), and trait facets such as
anger/hostility and vulnerability are readily relatable to the frustration of/threats to the value of
power. However, the unease or lack of contentment that one associates with neuroticism could arise
from a lack of alignment between any value (or set of values) important to an individual and their
environment. Such misalignments effectively create competition between values and the
environmental systems in which an individual would otherwise seek to express them. It is perhaps
worth adding that cooperation between values and environment is not restricted to cooperative
(self-transcending) values. The performance, psychological, and physical well-being contributions of
person-environment fit seem to relate to values-congruence in general (Bouckenooghe, et al., 2004;
Bretz & Judge, 1994; Meglino, et al., 1989). Also, given every value contributes to the motivational
environment in which other values operate, lack of alignment and consequent emotional instability
may also arise in those who attach similarly high levels of importance to conflicting values (e.g.,
Sverdlik, 2012), regardless of the wider environment in which they find themselves.
Beyond the Big Five and HEXACO traits lie the Dark Triad (Paulhus and Williams, 2002) traits of
narcissism, Machiavellianism, and psychopathy. The competitive and self-enhancing nature of the
aggression, violence, coercive behavior, low affective empathy, selfish attitudes to power, money,
sex, and infidelity associated with these suggest a linkage with self-enhancing values. Kajonius, et al.
(2015) found power and achievement exhibited the strongest positive correlations, but strong
systematic relationships between all values and Dark Triad traits were found, with the opposing
values of universalism and benevolence showing the strongest negative correlations.
In the Schwartz system, there are no ‘anti-values’ such as dishonesty or desire to cause harm.
Instead, motives for immorality are attributed to the relative dominance of power and achievement
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values over the moral, self-transcending values of benevolence and universalism, including honesty,
helpfulness, and social justice.
Evolutionary Theories
The evolutionary roots of morality are the subject of Moral Foundations Theory (MFT; Graham, et
al., 2013; Haidt, 2001, 2007, & 2012). In line with the systematic relationships previously described
between values and the morality-related aspects of motives and traits, we would suggest the five
foundations of MFT: care/harm; fairness/cheating; loyalty/betrayal; authority/subversion; and
sanctity/degradation can be fully accounted for by systematic relations between personal values,
and between their pre-existing equivalents. Care/harm, fairness/cheating, and loyalty/betrayal
transparently relate to the self-enhancement/self-transcendence dimension of the Schwartz system
and the UESC; examples of which are highlighted by Kajonius, et al. (2015) and Griffiths, et al.,
(2021), which relate to Dark Triad traits and the relatively greater selfishness of only-children
respectively. Both poles of authority/subversion relate to power: the former arising from the
assertion of status, influence, and control; the latter being a reciprocal strategy by which to improve
one’s relative standing by undermining the status, influence, and control of another; as per
allegiance fickleness. In this context, the aim of the power-driven is to subdue others into accepting
and abiding by their authority, whether by security-related rules and boundaries, or conformist
obedience. The poles of the sanctity/degradation foundation effectively represent the preservation
and promotion of that which sustains the cooperative functioning of a system, and the avoidance,
rejection, and repulsion of that which threatens it. As such, its roots can be traced to the initial
internalization and sub-ordination of competitive value-equivalents in the first organisms. The
physiological strategies associated with these relate to equivalents of benevolence and power.
Those, such as salivation and emetic triggering, that have become innate, genetically automated
traits (Wooley & Wooley, 1973; Yates, et al., 2014), can now be related to an equivalent of tradition.
While many sanctity-preserving (conservative) traits such as temperance, chastity, and piety may be
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associated with the personal value of tradition, others, such as cleanliness and racism, may better
relate to the value of security (Schwartz, 1992).
A simple division of evolutionary psychologists might pit those who consider the human brain to
comprise systems of genetically derived domain-specific modules, as per Fodor (1983), against those
who emphasize the importance of culturally-derived, domain-general developmental processes, as
per Heyes (2019). The evolutionary theory of universal values sees both the genetic bases and
neurological functioning of the brain as having evolved in accordance with the value-equivalents of
the UESC, with higher functions continuing to evolve in sympathy with the values of the Schwartz
system. Both the UESC and the Schwartz system are domain-general, insofar as we propose the
former guides the evolution of all systems, and the values of the latter serve as a form of
psychological currency in which the relative benefits of disparate concepts may be evaluated and
compared on a like for like basis (Brosch & Sander, 2013). If, as we suggest, it was the genetically
derived multifunctionality of brain function that proved to be a gateway event (Morowitz, 1999) that
gave our ancestors an evolutionary advantage humanity never surrendered, why wouldn’t domaingenerality continue to reign? Also, even though localized specialisations clearly exist within the brain
(Kanwisher, 2010), given all information arrives in streams of photons, few of which are likely to be
unique to any frequently encountered source, domain-specificity is perhaps best considered in
relative terms.
Testing and Applying the Theory
As stated previously, our preliminary research (citation withheld for review) identified patterns of
values-related decision-making biases consistent with the developmental and evolutionary
hierarchical structure we propose. These suggest values affect both intuitive, system 1, and rational,
system 2 thinking in accordance with both the circular pattern of the Schwartz model and the
hierarchical pattern associated with this theory. They also suggest that those most subject to values
conflicts are more likely to experience intuitive dilemmas and so engage system 2 to resolve them.
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If as we suggest there is a hierarchical influence of values on morality, intelligence, and creativity,
given that it is possible to develop people’s values (Bardi, et al, 2014), further research replicating
and extending our findings could pave the way for a range of potentially transformative initiatives in
psychology, sociology, ecology, economics, education, and organizational development.
Given the abstract nature of values and their equivalents, concrete evidence to support historical
aspects of this theory may be difficult to find. No matter how plausible it is, and how much evidence
is found to support its developmental hierarchy, like values themselves, it may remain a high-level,
abstract conceptualisation of more fundamental mechanisms. It seems likely the systematic
relationships between values and their pre-existing equivalents can only be inferred from patterns of
behavior, i.e., the physical activity of people and their neurons. As such, values are unlikely to be
found residing in specific areas of the brain or being generated by specific genes or simple
combinations thereof. Accordingly, it is perhaps a theory best judged by the utility of the predictions
it facilitates, i.e., those related to the hierarchical influence of values on decision-making. Given the
immense global challenges presented by, for example, global warming, the rise of populist
nationalist leaders, social inequality, and the increasing influence of artificial intelligence and
associated potential for human redundancy, there is a pressing case to be made for the testing of
initiatives designed to promote the values of self-direction, universalism, and benevolence. If we are
to maximise the potential for individuals, organizations, and societies to achieve higher levels of
personal wellbeing, social harmony, and environmental sustainability, the more knowledge that can
be shared and understood by individuals capable of independent thought and action, and the less
we are constrained by habitual practices and narrow frames of reference, the better.
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